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greens. Hundreds of sq. miles. Then descent to Lake of
Bolsena and Bolsena town and then rise to hills, and sudden
view of Orvieto in midst of amphitheatre of hills. Unsurpassed.
Like a show mushroom grown there. Serrated outline of towers.
We were met by hotel-hoy at gate of town. Hotel dei Belli
Arti. Dear. Fairish. Slept in a longish room of a palace
with large paintings of Judith and Holofernes etc. Marble
floor. Plenty of pre-renaissance architecture in this town. I
walked to bottom end of Corso Cavour last night (clear—after
rain) and heard voices and saw groups and lights of blinds.
Everything was alive up the dark courts, lighted by one electric
lamp. At 9, groups of well-dressed families began to emerge
from courts to see last performance of a Fregoli imitator named
Marbis, who was doing " Zaza " all by himself.
Siena, Wednesday, April 2,2nd.
Too ill most of yesterday to sit up in the car and be intelligent.
Before leaving Orvieto we went into cathedral. A fiendishly
noisy office going on between 3 or 4 old priests with awful voices.
No audience. Chapels good. Well pleased. Then round
town. Went to find very early church, S. Giovanni, trds
primitive. After we had entered it and gone away, it occurred
to me that we had not seen it at all, but another quite ordinary
church. So much for one's artistic education. On gobe tout.
Gorgeous and glorious drive over mountains from Orvieto.
At first we couldn't see Orvieto Cathedral; then we saw its
peaks, and then we couldn't see anything else; it was the one
thing that stood out on Orvieto's hill. Lunch at Montepulciano.
I couldn't see it; but I walked about a bit, after taking a room
at Albergo Marzocco to sleep in. Fine palaces. A great deal
of Garibaldi.
Then to Pienza, where the piazza is small but fine. At S.
Quirico, Read wouldn't stop, and we had a lovely glimpse of a
primitive carved church. . Had I known the name of the place
I should have stopped the car, but I didn't. As it is, the glimpse
remains exquisitely in the memory. This is a good way of
seeing things occasionally.
Arrived at Siena at 3.50. Surprised at liveliness and beauty
of this town. Drove to Duomo. 7.15. Office going on.
Crowds entering, large crowds. Priests at a large desk trans-
acting business with the Faithful, in front of a large box marked
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